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Power in the landscape: Regenerating the Scottish Highlands after WWII
This paper examines cultural, political and material elements contributing to the insertion of hydro-electric power schemes into the Scottish Highlands after Second World War. While this initiative was seen by modernising central planners as an urgent corrective to the long standing decline of this ‘semi-derelict region’—described as a land in a ‘coma’ from which it might never recover—at the same time there was pressure to maintain the artificial wilderness of the Highlands as a ‘cultural museum’ (Burnett 2001) that was in the social imaginary a potent focus for how various local and national communities imagined themselves.
This paper will examine the design elements, siting and landscape architecture of such specific hydro projects as the Cruachan and Glen Affric schemes as monumental elegiac expressions of the ‘Celtic’ culture being debated in the Highland region in the period of post-War reconstruction, making reference to the pre-existing historical processes of making and unmaking the Highland landscape as a wilderness area (Maver 2000). These will be considered through the testimonies of the many voices seeking to shape this ‘real imagined community’, where we can see an imbrication of design processes of planning, mediation and installation of these significant engineering interventions into natural, human and geomorphological landscapes. The sustainability of hydro electric power schemes, at first glance so clean in comparison to fossil fuel power sources, nevertheless remain subject to question because these impacts all have environmental implications (Kaika 2005; Gandy 2002). The Highland landscape was particularly charged with significance as a wild ‘natural’ region; after Second World War it was increasingly also considered as a common ‘amenity’ subject to public consultation during planning proposals. Thus in the case of the Highland schemes discussed in this paper we see that most argument was couched in terms of stemming human population decline, social justice, and access to the land. Researchers in other areas of history and cultural theory have already opened up new approaches to the examination of the ‘material powers’ at work in water flows across natural/ designed environments; this paper will consider how these insights can inform and expand current debates within design history.

[SLIDE Title] This paper examines the insertion of hydro-electric power schemes into the Scottish Highlands after the Second World War. While this initiative was seen by modernising central planners as an urgent response to the decline of this ‘semi-derelict region’—described as a land in a ‘coma’ from which it might never recover—at the same time there was pressure to maintain the artificial wilderness of the Highlands as a ‘cultural museum’ (Burnett 2001); in the social imaginary a potent focus for various local and national communities. I have been examining design elements such as siting and landscape architecture of hydro projects as monumental elegiac expressions of the ‘Celtic’ culture being debated in the Highland region in the period of post-War reconstruction, making reference to the pre-existing historical processes of making and unmaking the Highland landscape as a wilderness area (Maver 2000). These will be considered through the testimonies of the many voices seeking to shape this ‘real imagined community’, where we can see an imbrication of design processes of planning, mediation and installation of these significant engineering interventions into natural, human and geomorphological landscapes. The Highland landscape was particularly charged with significance as a wild ‘natural’ region; after Second World War it was increasingly also considered as a common ‘amenity’ subject to public consultation during planning proposals.

[SLIDE—crofters commission screen grab] After Second World War, depopulation, absentee landlords, and lack of economic investment had maintained the Highland region as an artificial wilderness for well over a century, the results of repeated assaults on Highland culture first as pacification after the Jacobite rebellions and second due to the Clearances of ‘uneconomic’ crofting tenants through the nineteenth century. Overall in the twentieth century Scotland’s economy was weak. In the Highlands, Gaelic speaking communities lost voice and memory through the general official use of English as the language of education, work and commerce, while population fell through continued emigration, hastened by wartime service (Burnett 2010: 45; Fowler 2002). 

[SLIDE Shields, Rob (1991) Places on the margin: alternative geographies of modernity London and New York: Routledge ‘The social ‘Other’ of the marginal and of low culture is despised and reviled in the official discourse of dominant culture and central power while at the same time being constitutive of the imaginary and emotional repertoires of the dominant cultures.’ (Shields 1991: 5)

[SLIDE The Modern Scot and Tongland ] Before the War, in the 1920s and 30s new notions of Scottish identity had fused avant garde modernism in the arts with nationalist agitation. Architects designed streamlined and functionalist avant-garde forms as in the Galloway hydro electric stations of 1931-36 in the south of Scotland in the Scottish Borders (McKean 1987: 6-7; Robertson 2014), in contrast to the style later developed for the post war Highland projects.

Re-articulations of longstanding conflict
[SLIDE Highland herald headlines]In the local politics of the Highlands immediately after Second World War there were conflicting, disorganised and non-specialist views on reconstruction. The most urgent problem was depopulation and employment.

Highland Herald 12 June 1947 (second ever issue) ‘Plan to stay depopulation’. Emigration: Highland herald14 August 1947 Editorial Australia seeking skilled immigrants, preference for Scots as engineers, technicians, nurses P. 2. 
Highland herald 8 January 1948, Emigration to Canada and South Africa, p. 2. 

There was potential for newcomers to come in to the area as a result, but this conflicted with narrow ‘Gaelic’ nationalism. DPs (Displaced persons—refugees) were one focus for debate. 

Highland herald 26 June 1947 ‘Scheme to repopulate the glens’ import displaced persons repopulate Glen Affric, p. 3 
Highland Herald 12 June 1947 ‘Domestic servant shortage: few DPs available’ shortage of domestic servants on Invernesshire farms, p. 3
Highland herald 3 July 1947 ‘Populating of Highland Villages: should DPs be brought in?’  The writer defends displaced persons P. 1 

There were bigoted attitudes to any incomers, ‘the scum of the industrial midlands of England and Scotland’ At one meeting about an initiative to revive a depleted area with new crofters a local complained that he didn’t want any ‘undesirables from the Gorbals or Galashiels to say they have as much right to the common grazing as I have’ (quoted in Burnett 2010: 58). 

Who could speak and act in the region? Beyond local debate, we also hear more centralised powerful voices.  Hydro schemes were a vast investment reflecting the bureaucratic power of central government planning, a type of power structure developed as a response to the two World Wars (see also Fallan and Jorgensen 2017: 111). Established vested interests however opposed hydro investment, the Mining Association of Great Britain, promoting coal and fearing hydro power as a rival, (Maver 2000: 369), also powerful landowners and wealthy bourgeois summer visitors—for hunting or more artistic pursuits who also had control of persuasive channels of communication and lobbying (Lorimer 2000: 403-411). 

On the side of opposition to any kinds of change in the Highlands were some unexpected alliances of the extremely wealthy and dispossessed, and an exceptionally uncomfortable mixture of resentment and grievance. There was the lobbying power of Gaelic movements amongst the urban diaspora of economic migrants working in Lowland Scotland, embittered exiles maintaining the image of the true highlander as a Gael and a crofter. The problem of the Highlands as a ‘cultural museum’ came in part from the power of interested groups outside—who all wanted the region to be kept in ‘cold storage’—against the moment, if and when, they might return.​[1]​ The static and seemingly ‘untouched’ landscape came to be one of the major icons of the true Highland identity—as indeed, increasingly, this Highlands image also came to stand as the touristic icon of Scotland in general (see Morrison, Gold and Gold, etc). 

In this paper I use the shorthand word ‘hydro’ because this became a familiar word in Scottish daily life and conversation. [SLIDE Heidegger].  Like other hydro schemes around the world the works did by necessity involve water control and supply. But in Scotland, hydro really meant ‘electricity’—electricity to feed into the National Grid, the nationwide ‘networks of power’ that in Thomas Hughes’s phrase are symptomatic of the ‘modern human societies’ (Hughes 1983: 1). At the expense of labouring the obvious, Scottish hydro schemes appear to fit exactly into Heidegger’s notion of enframing the earth as a resource for use. [SLIDE work camp] But ‘hydro’ in daily life and speech also signified the actual works of landscape shaping, and employment opportunities, and their relations to land access and use. The rugged Highland landscape of mountains, streams, forests is often described as ‘unspoilt’ with few signs of man’s presence in houses, roads, fences, fields or factories. But this apparent wilderness is highly managed and controlled. The land is used for large scale sheep and deer ranching or for the raising of game birds such as grouse for elite shooting parties—all these result in a cropped, deforested and depleted biosphere. The apparent emptiness appeared as an opportunity to technologically minded post war planners. 

[SLIDE access road] In terms of design, we have the land itself, we have the systems and networks, and we also have at individual level, the designed structures themselves—the stuff of more object-oriented design history. The hydro schemes help us to think across these levels of analysis and link up ‘style’ talk with broader environmental and social future discussions. But in fact the nature of the Highland landscape, as a made and controlled environment masquerading as virgin land, means we have to make those links at all levels. My own approaches to research on this area have been focused mainly on landscape as an ideological construct where power structures are displayed or enacted in accord with the work of Cosgrove and Daniels (1998). The design and engineering infrastructural works in the Highlands –I would say at least since the canal and road projects of Thomas Telford in the early nineteenth century (Robertson 2017) have both fostered tourism and worked alongside ideological representations of the Highlands in art and popular culture.

Celtic culture
[SLIDE Celtic knotwork] Celtic Revivalism in support of independence agitation. The idea of Celtic art developed in the post war period to symbolise Highland culture. Celtic knotwork did not of course refer to the contemporary and angry realities of recent Highland history of the 18th and 19th century, going back well before any possibility of Assman’s ‘communicative memory’. Instead it evoked an ancient and virtuous world on the fringes of the collapsing Roman empire, defending learning in the dark ages, thus gaining power as an ahistorical consoling myth.

The image of the Celtic Highlands was supported by the enormous number of ancient sites remaining in the area, heavily protected by the Commission for Ancient Monuments, and energised by archaeological interest and growing tourism. These myths fed into official policies, so despite concerns about depopulation, the Highlands were treated as a ‘cultural museum’ (Burnett 2010: 36), ‘traditional occupations’ were given priority by economic planners. 

Hydro schemes and Cultural significance of the favoured architectural style—traditionalism [add a SLIDE with this text later on]
[SLIDE NOSHEB] So we have the economic initiative after WW2 of the NOSHEB hydro schemes; dams, worker camps, power stations were the main sign in the landscape of modernisation and investment. The hydro schemes in the Highlands were promoted by the left wing Labour government that was elected after the war. While opposition came from a very diverse conglomeration, the Scottish Labour Party worked hard to stress the cultural benefits of electrification as modernisation [SLIDE text Scottish Labour Party Plan for Post-War Scotland (1941: 23) if the Highlander had ‘electric light, radio and a garage; had it been in reasonable reach of a cinema and a good dance band’ then he would not leave the region (quoted in Burnett 2010: 42)].

One huge inspiration for the hydro scheme as a regional reviver [SLIDE TVA] was Tennessee Valley Authority—an ‘adventure in planning’ promoted here by Julian Huxley during the Second World War in Britain to encourage schemes such as NOSHEB. The TVA had deliberately included an entire infrastructure of industry, farming transport and tourism[SLIDE text (Huxley 1943; Robertson 2014)]

Unlike the TVA, in Highland Scotland the hydro schemes had no attached infrastructure built in and were just about the only economic and cultural edifices on the horizon: they had a monumental function, markers of an important moment. I have argued in previous versions of this paper that they could be seen as a kind of war memorial. The TVA dams were celebrated as straightforward modernist monuments, in other places, notably at the Marathon Dam constructed for the city of Athens, we see instead a deliberate invocation of ancient history in alliance with modernity (Kaika 2005: 80). So dams and hydro projects were certainly seen not merely as ‘monumental’ in scale, but in function also. 

In the post war era architects were expanding the scope and scale of their constructive projects—designing at the scale of the landscape rather than the individual building. [SLIDE camouflage] In part this was promoted by the enlarged landscape view of the wartime aerial bomber, but it also by the new profession of landscape architect and new debates about monumentality in architecture [SLIDE architectural review], strongly infused by a modernist respect for abstract functional structures and a stronger rapprochement between architects and engineers. [SLIDE cooling tower] The heightened democratic and levelling spirit of the Post-War Labour government encouraged the idea of beneficial memorials and celebration of ‘the land’ in National Parks.​[2]​

[SLIDE Crowe] We see this alliance of architecture/ engineering/ landscape in Sylvia Crowe’s works as described in The landscape of power    

[SLIDE aerial view of power station]The Highland landscape was particularly charged with significance as a wild ‘natural’ region because after Second World War it was increasingly also considered as a common ‘amenity’ subject to public consultation during planning proposals. [SLIDE Crowe 2] Planners and the public were on guard against hydro power as ‘industrial encroachment on the countryside’ Lea 1968: 239). Several areas lost their designated status as areas of outstanding natural beauty (see the report by W.H. Murray Highland landscape 1962, cited in Lea 1968: 246). [SLIDES Crowe 3 and 4] These concerns are directly addressed in Crowe’s landscape consultancy work. Post war hydro schemes aimed to respect the landscape in various ways, with power stations (as in Glenmoriston) being sited underground, pipes buried or disguised by planting. [SLIDES Glenmoriston from start to underground bunker stage]

[SLIDE Fasnakyle north façade] Instead of industrial modernism we see ‘Traditionalist’ Scottish modernismin which the ‘bold series of power stations in the Highlands’ was the ‘climax of traditionalist movement’. James Shearer, the architect of Fasnakyle rejected Modernist excitement at the display of industrial power, instead he emphasized its concealment beneath the serenity of elevated landscape, hailing the “stillness of the place, over which only the clouds now move… no visitor walking in the quiet forecourt at Fasnakyle has any inkling he is crossing three eight-feet diameter pipes containing water with an explosive pressure of four hundred and fifty feet of head’ (Glendinning 1997: 7). [SLIDE celtic beasts] Hew Lorimer’s Celtic beasts, and use of locally quarried rubble for the stations (MacInnes et al 1997:103)

[SLIDE Final] The hydro-electric power schemes in the Scottish Highlands function as ‘sites of memory’ (Nora 1996); a recognition of past troubles, but also as markers of oblivion and repression. Although the immediate impetus for the schemes was post war reconstruction, in fact the most looming unresolved conflict still present to the minds of most commentators was the more long drawn out collapse of ‘Celtic’ or ‘Gaelic’ culture in the north and west of Scotland, and the dispossession of indigenous populations.

The monumental aspect of the Highlands is located in man-made structures such as buildings, places, and emblems, but also in designated natural forms, such as mountains and waters. Hydro schemes are monumental structures, markers of time and change, markers of public consensus, and they capture both stasis with vast immovable forms of dams and turbine houses, and also the endless passing of time, with the flow of the water and energy. I’d also argue that they do function as war memorials in a more sinister sense, as they fold together and repress the conflict and indeed impotent nihilism of dwellers in the planned man-made environment of this contested region as it contemplated an ordered networked future. I also understand the ‘resolution’ achieved in the designed outcome as somewhat depressing, in that it reinforced the unequal power structures in the landscape. 

From now, looking back, the sustainability of hydro electric power schemes, at first glance so clean in comparison to fossil fuel power sources, is debatable because of its high environmental impact on ecospheres and water basins (Kaika 2005; Gandy 2002). Although the Highland landscape was charged with significance as a wild ‘natural’ region to be kept off limits by conservative interests it was increasingly also considered as a common democratically accessible national ‘amenity’ for urban populations across the UK. In relation to current debates in environmental ethics and policy, almost all the assumptions made by everyone concerned in the hydro schemes either for or against used anthropocentric arguments (man-centred) about clean energy, recreation areas, visual amenity (Kawall 2017: 15). In the case of the Highland schemes discussed in this paper we see that most argument for intervention and construction was couched in terms of stemming human population decline, social justice, and access to the land. Rolston—writing about the term ‘anthopocene’ suggests instead that if we are concerned about the impact of environmental change on the poor, we’d be better off looking for more equitable distribution of wealth, we should emphasise environmental justice, p. 70. In the Highlands—a depleted biosphere, artificially maintained by the practices that favour the ‘empty landscape’, we can see a local environment where social justice might also favour greater natural diversity—that would in turn lead to very different buildings and structures. 
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^1	  Tom Johnston was an exasperated observer of the bizarre alliances blocking hydro power: ‘great landlords and sporting gentrice who lived in London or the Riviera most of the year… joined glad hands with a half-baked Celticism which objected to selling any water power to the southern counties of Scotland…’ Johnston 1952: 176, quoted in Maver 2000: 370)
^2	  e.g the National Land Fund, intended for the recreational and cultural enjoyment of the people of Britain, established 1946, the national Parks and access to the Countryside Act of 1949
